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Introduction 
･Higgs potential in the SM 

dimensionful parameter is suffer from fine-tuning prob. 
when new physics particles are much heavier than EW 
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negative mass parameter is crucial 



Introduction 
･Higgs potential in the SM 
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・Simple solution : introducing scale invariance 

By imposing a symmetry,  
there is no dimensionful parameter. 
That is, fine-tuning problem itself disappears at least. 

How is the scale generated? 



Quarter of our universe is unknown “invisible” matter 

Visible sector 

SM particles 

Dark sector 

DM particle(s) 

Mediator 

Interaction can be controlled by 

directly connected to EWSB? 
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Also for DM physics, Higgs might be important 

Motivation 
･Dark matter 

SM Higgs (Higgs as a Probe of New Physics) 
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Also for DM physics, Higgs might be important 

･Dark matter 

Motivation 



･2 kinds of vector-like fermions and singlet scalar     

Hereafter                       , 
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Model 
･Extended gauge sector：                       ; Hyper Color 
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Model 
･Extended gauge sector：                       ; Hyper Color 

Since we impose classical scale inv., 
any mass terms are forbidden. 



here we impose that    is real for simplicity 

･After fermion condensation due to the strong dynamics 
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Model 
･Coupling with SM Higgs 

denotes coupling of pNGs 



here we impose that    is real for simplicity 

･After fermion condensation due to the strong dynamics 

constitutes composite Higgs 

Hereafter we define                   as composite Higgs 
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Model 
･Coupling with SM Higgs 



After fermion condensation :  

*Effective potential 
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･Bosonic seesaw mechanism 

Model 



After fermion condensation :  

Mixing with SM Higgs 

*Effective potential 
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･Bosonic seesaw mechanism 

Model 



After fermion condensation :  

generated by strong dynamics 

*Effective potential 
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･Bosonic seesaw mechanism 

Model 

is positive and 



negative mass term naturally appears 
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Bosonic seesaw mechanism 

･Bosonic seesaw mechanism 

Model 

After fermion condensation :  

*Higgs mass term 



Here we suppose               to consider HC scalar DM 

A composite state                  can be a DM  
which is stabilized by conserved HC baryon number 

Since    does not have SM gauge charge,  
it also justify its stability. 

DM mass is naturally expected to be of  
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(Of course, we can apply to the fermionic DM model) 

･DM candidate 

Model 



Effective coupling :  
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･DM interaction 

Model 



Even if     is produced,  
it always decoupled from thermal equilibrium 

However, 

･    can keep the interaction between thermal bath  
  through the SM Higgs induced by bosonic seesaw 

    is still produced below the decoupling temperature 

Bosonic-seesaw portal DM 
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･Thermal history of the DM 

Model 

*HC scalar baryon     is decoupled around        
  since interaction with HC pion is frozen-out 



When                             , 
abundance can be explained! 
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Model 
･Abundance of the DM 



There might be a possibility to detect directly  
since there is Higgs portal coupling between DM 

Unfortunately, we got  

LUX collaboration 1608.07648 

Quite far from  
the experimental reach 

We need to propose  
             another possibility 
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･Detectability 

Model 



Production of DM is directly linking to the EWSB 
through the bosonic-seesaw mechanism 

HC scalar baryon is a DM candidate and its stability  
is justified by the # HC baryon conservation 

Thanks to the bosonic-seesaw mechanism,  
the relic is produced enough due to the small coupling 

For the detection, we need to propose another possibility  
rather than the usual direct detections 
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･Bosonic-seesaw portal DM 

Conclusions 
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Backup slides 



*Magnitude of mixing : 

*Mass eigenstates :  

tiny enough 
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･Bosonic seesaw mechanism 

Model 

After fermion condensation :  

*Higgs mass term 
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･Parameterization 

Stationary conditions 
･Potential below 
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bosonic seesaw occurs when 

Higgs portal coupling is naturally suppressed 

Stationary conditions 
･By assuming 
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･Yield of the DM 

Cross sections 
･Bosonic-seesaw portal coupling induced processes 


